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project or activity? Below you will find 16 printable pages with various butterfly outlines on them. And it's all free to download and print! Open these butterflies into a craft, or just draw details on the shape of the butterfly and color them. See the end of this post for a few simple butterfly craft ideas that you
can make using these templates. RELATED: Butterfly Coloring Pages This printable is for personal and school use only. Do not copy, republish, install, or modify these files. If you want this printable feature, please provide a link to this web page. Instructions: Scroll down and find the page you want.
(Butterflies are grouped by design. Click any of the photos below or the text links at the top. Print the PDF on 8.5-inch, 11-inch, letter-sized paper. Template #1: Large Butterfly #1: Medium Butterfly #1: Small Butterfly #1: Butterfly Template#2: Large Butterfly #2: Medium Butterfly #2: Small Butterfly #2:
Butterfly Template #3: Big Butterfly #3: Medium Butterfly #3: Small Butterfly #3: Butterfly Shape #4: Big Butterfly #4: Little Butterfly #4: Monarch Butterfly Template #5: Great Monarch Butterfly #5: Little Monarch Butterfly #5: Butterfly Outline #6: Big Butterfly #6: Small Butterfly #6: Various Butterfly Shapes:
Various Butterfly Lines: Paper Butterfly (Use any of the templates) – Allow and cut the construction paper of the butterfly template. Cut pieces of construction paper to decorate butterfly wings. Or decorate with googly eyes, stickers, stones or glitter. Paper Roll Butterfly (Use any of the large templates) –
Index the butterfly shape to the construction paper, then decorate the wings. Cover a toilet paper with roll paint or paper. Glue butterfly wings to the paper roll. Make antennae with pipe cleaners and glue googly eyes on paper rolls. The Art of Butterfly Crushing (Any template) - add a few drops of paint to
half the butterfly shape. Fold in two on the paper and press the paint (crush!) to spread. Open the paper. After the paint dries, cut the shape of the butterfly. Clothespin/ Popsicle Stick Butterfly – Cut the butterfly shape and decorate the wings with pointers, sparkling or artificial stone stickers. Decorate a
clothespin or iced stick to become the butterfly's body. Squeeze clothespin open and place the wings inside to make the butterfly. Butterfly Chalk Art (Any template) - Cut the butterfly outline. Place on a black sheet of paper. Draw on butterfly edges with colored chalk. Use a cotton ball evenly spread chalk
from the template. Remove the butterfly template to reveal butterfly art underneath! Book for kids Low-Mess Crafts is loaded with 72 fun and simple craft ideas for kids! Projects are fun, easy and most importantly low mess, so it's simple to clean up! A suitable package is available on our site starting at
just $19.99 each pattern. The package contains PDF and transparent PNG (300 DPI) versions of each pattern. We also offer a $49.99 option for commercial use that includes SVG files. Butterfly template is a very useful type of template that you can use for different purposes. You can use it to create
decorations, crafts for kids, 3D paper art, and much more. In fact, if you are having a birthday party with a butterfly theme, the butterfly can be printed and the templates will be very useful. The best part is that there are different types of selection templates that make them extremely versatile. What is the
Butterfly Templates Butterfly template? Butterfly template is an inspired creative template Nature. When you look around, you will discover that nature is one of the best places to find inspiration for butterflies, flowers, animals, rainbows and much more crafts. Among all these things though in nature,
butterflies are the most popular. Butterflies have delicate, beautiful, complex patterns and bright colors. Therefore, there are many types inspired by butterfly wings template, butterfly coloring pages and more of these magnificent insects. It is easy to create your own butterfly outline but you can also
download a template to make it easier for you. Use a butterfly template to make mobile phones, ornaments, wind chimes, wreaths and much more. Depending on the craft you want to create, you can use different colors and materials to make butterflies. Use newspapers, torn book pages, patterned
paper, colored paper and even fabric. Regardless of the season, you can use a printable butterfly for different arts and craft projects. As long as you need to decorate something or spruce something up, these templates prove very useful. Butterfly Outline Butterfly template Whether you need a simple
butterfly outline or a more detailed butterfly template, there are many different types to choose from. You can choose one with a complex design for your web page, or you can choose something simpler for your child to color. While it's a careful word - it can be a challenge to choose just one, as it's too
much to choose from! To give you a better idea of the options you have, some of the most common types of available butterfly wings templates include:Color Such templates work well for a wide variety of projects. Use templates in one color to create a rainbow of butterflies on the wall. You can also use
those of different colors to create a beautiful nature scene for your project. Either way, colorful butterfly outlines are versatile. Patterned Such templates are also versatile, whether you need them for school or for your own personal projects. You can even use a patterned template to create butterfly
coloring pages at varying levels of difficulty depending on your child's age. Then you can cut the templates and use them for different crafts. Even flat flat templates are very popular. A simple outline given to children proves to be the perfect template for bringing out the creativity of your children. Give your
kids a flat template, different coloring materials and let them! Thanks to this activity, you will see the manifestation of art in which children produce different personalities. Simple Templates There are a lot of things like such flat ones. You can make your own simple butterfly printable or download a for your
projects. For these templates, you can use them to create different types of activities, such as colors. matching and others. With a little creativity, these templates can go a long way. Outline Finally, the outline is multifaceted. In nature, butterflies have different species, and they all have different outlines.
That is, you can use their outline to create templates of butterfly wings and teach children differently of butterflies. You can also come up with various crafts for people of all ages and use this. Butterfly Printable No matter what type of butterfly template you use, you can be sure that you have a lot of fun
working with them. You can color them, paint them, paste pieces of paper on them to create mosaics, and more. Depending on the situation, you can create 2D artworks, 3D artworks and so on. Templates vary in size and complexity, but illuminate any picture you use them. Whether you choose to create
your own template or use the template you downloaded, butterfly templates will give you hours of fun and creativity. Now all you have to do is decide what type of template you can create and what kind of project you can create. This can help you determine the best type of template you can choose, the
materials to prepare, the size of the template, and more. Butterfly Wings Templates Template the benefits of a butterfly, it is best to use the butterfly template for child arts and crafts activities. You can use them for drawings, drawings, folding paper, cutting and pasting. You can also use the template to
create your own teaching materials, whether you're a teacher or a parent with young children. These templates are also useful for decoration venues for parties. Butterflies themes will fit in different types, so you can only use them to cheer up your outline area and add an element of nature to it. Other
advantages of these templates include: Use the template as a painting activity for children, as the basis for handmade art and crafts, or to make other types of creative projects. A template made with different colors can be revived anywhere. These templates come in different patterns and designs, making
them perfect for different types of projects. Whatever project or art event you're planning, adding a butterfly template makes things more extraordinary. The simpler these templates are, the more you can use them for very different things. That is why butterfly outlines and templates are popular. If you want
your child to be interested in arts and crafts, you can start with butterfly templates. Then you can carry other kinds of objects inspired by nature, such as trees, fruits, rainbows and much more! Butterfly Coloring Pages
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